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What's the Problem? 
•  Convective weather cells, or severe thunderstorms, are leading 
cause of flight delay in US airspace 
•  Flight dispatchers file flight plans 1-2 hours prior to departure utilizing 




•  Weather changes as flights progress 
•  No automation to help operators determine when weather avoidance 
routes have become stale and could be corrected to reduce delay 
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Continuous Automatic Search 
Finds High-value Route 
Correction Opportunities 
Return Capture Fix 
Maneuver Start Point 
Auxiliary Waypoints 
Dynamic Weather Route 
Dynamic Weather Routes (DWR) 






7.8 min potential savings 
Flight Plan Route 
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DWR User Interface 
Potential Savings: 20 min  
Flight Plan Route  
DWR Route 
Correction 
Congestion on Flight Plan 
Congestion on DWR 
DWR Flight List  
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100,000 min for 15,000 flights 
Fort Worth Center 2013 
Potential Benefits Analysis 
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Traffic Aware Strategic Aircrew Requests (TASAR) NASA 
Flight Deck Application for En Route Flight Optimization 
David Wing, TASAR Principal Investigator 
NASA Langley Research Center 
david.wing@nasa.gov 













Enhanced User Request Process leveraging  
Cockpit Automation and Networked Connectivity to real-time operational data 
to optimize an aircraft’s trajectory en route 
Externally sourced data 








Increased flight efficiency  
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NASA	Traﬃc	Aware	Planner	(TAP)	Auto	Mode	




1.  Assess TASAR effect on workload 
2.  Assess potential interference with 
primary flight duties 
3.  Assess TAP HMI design update 
4.  Assess CBT effectiveness 
•  Rigorous human factors 
experimental design 
•  Evaluated normal and  
non-normal flight conditions 
Results
1.  No effect on pilot workload compared to standard 
flight-deck baseline condition
2.  Non-normal event response not adversely affected
3.  TAP useful, understandable, intuitive, easy to use
4.  Standalone CBT was as effective as live instructor
•  Fixed-based commercial transport 
simulation 
•  24 evaluation pilots (left seat, pilot 
flying) 
•  2 simulated flights each, 5-6 use cases 
•  Two HMI designs (separate simulations) 
Route, KJFK - KLAX 
ATC Station 
U.I. Operator Performance Lab  777 Simulator 
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•  54 hours, 21 flights, 17 evaluation pilots 
•  ATC observations, 50 interviews w/ATC 
•  Alaska Airline’s EFB & ADS-B hardware 
•  Broadband connection to NOAA winds,  
FAA SAA status, WSI convection data 
Objectives 
1.  Verification of live data interfaces 
and TAP functionality in flight 
2.  Pilot and controller assessments of 
TAP and TASAR operations 
3.  Partner airline risk reduction 
Results
1.   TAP processed live avionics, ADS-B, and internet 
data, and functioned properly
2.   Pilots rated HMI usability high; workload low
3.   ATC provided extensive feedback on user request 
acceptability factors; found most TASAR requests 
acceptable
4.   Airline deployment risk areas reduced:  
hardware, connectivity, accuracy, human factors












Steven D. Young, PhD 
NASA Langley Research Center ARMD 
Technical Seminar, May 5, 2016 
(Amended version of presentation given at the AIAA SciTech Forum, January 4-8, 2016, San Diego, CA) 




















Attitude & Energy 

























ARMD = Aeronautics Research Mission Dir. 
VMC = Visual Meteorological Conditions  




Navigation Display (horizontal) 
 
 
Vertical Situation Display (vertical) 
“Green Line” – represents where the automation will take the aircraft if no intervention by the pilot and no unexpected 
conditions are encountered. 
Circle symbol and label – indicates (1) where a mode switch is predicted and what the new mode will be; or (2) where an 



















*K. Shish, et. al., “Trajectory Prediction and Alerting for Aircraft Mode and Energy 
State Awareness,” AIAA 2015-1113, Jan 2015 (Best Paper of Conference Award) 












Mode control panel 
Display panels 
Flight-critical information 
Flight-critical data systems 
ISFD – standby instrument 







































q  NAV AIR DATA SYS 
Associated checklist(s) 
available on both EFBs 
Checklist(s) will be simplified: 
1.  Removes information now 
provided on this display 
2.  Context-relevant data 
provided rather than lists, 
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Questions? 
Contact Information: 
 
richard.mogford@nasa.gov 
650-604-1922 
